Abstract: Relativistic effects are important in the rigorous study of heavy quarks. In this paper, we study the relativistic corrections of semileptonic B c decays to charmonium with the instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter method. Within the Bethe-Salpeter framework, we use two methods to study the relativistic effects. One of them is to expand the transition amplitude in powers of q which is the relative momentum between the quark and antiquark, and the other is to expand the amplitude base on the wave functions. In the level of decay width, the results show that, for the transition of B c → η c , the relativistic correction is about 22%; for B c → J/ψ, it is about 19%; the relativistic effects of 1P final states are about 14 ∼ 46% larger than those of 1S final states; for 2S final states, they are about 19 ∼ 28% larger than those of 1S final states; for 3S final states, they are about 12 ∼ 13% larger than those of 2S final states; for 2P final states, they are about 10 ∼ 14% larger than those of 1P final states; for 3P final states, they are about 7 ∼ 12% larger than those of 2P final states. We conclude that the relativistic corrections of the B c decays to the orbitally or radially excited charmonium (2S, 3S, 1P, 2P, 3P) are quite large.
Introduction
When studying the properties of heavy-light mesons, we always pay attention to the relativistic effect of light quark but ignore that of heavy quark. However, the careful investigation of the relativistic corrections to heavy quark is important, especially the charm quark. For example, recently, the authors of ref. [1] have calculated the relativistic corrections to the form factors of the B c decays to S-wave charmonium by non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) approach, with the heavy quark relative velocities v 2 J/ψ = 0.267 and v 2 Bc = 0.186. They pointed out that the relativistic corrections can bring about additional 15 ∼ 27% contributions. The authors of ref. [2] have calculated the O(v 2 ) corrections to twist-2 light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) of S-wave B c mesons. They pointed out that the relativistic corrections are sizable, and comparable with the next-to-leading order radiative corrections. Another famous example, the leading order NRQCD predictions [3, 4] of the production e + + e − → J/ψ + η c are at least 5 times smaller than the experimental measurements [5, 6] . Later, people found that the relativistic corrections increase the results to 2 times as much as the non-relativistic predictions [7, 8] . Therefore, the relativistic effect of heavy quark are important and need to be studied carefully.
The B + c meson consists of c quark andb antiquark, and carries two different flavors. It only decays via weak interactions, thus the B c meson has attracted a lot of attentions both in theories and experiments [9] . Recently the cross section of the B c meson is expected to reach the level of µb via the proton-nucleus and the nucleus-nucleus collision modes at the Large Hadron Collider [10] . The LHCb experiment can produce and reconstruct a large number of the B c meson events, and it provides a solid platform to study the properties of the B c meson precisely. A great deal of work has been done on various B c decays under different approaches, such as NRQCD approach [1, [11] [12] [13] , the perturbative QCD approach (PQCD) [14] [15] [16] [17] , the relativistic quark model (RQM) [18] [19] [20] [21] , Light-cone sum rules (LCSR) [22] , the nonrelativistic constituent quark model (NCQM) [23] and QCD sum rules (QCDSR) [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In previous study, according to the numerical wave function which is the solution of instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation (also called Salpeter equation) [28, 29] , we have qualitatively pointed out that the relativistic correction of a excited state is larger than that of the corresponding ground state. The relativistic correction can not be ignored, so a relativistic model is needed to deal with the problems including excited states [30] . In this paper, we give quantitatively study of this topic and choose the semileptonic B c decays to charmonium by using the instantaneous BS method. This method has a comparatively solid foundation because both the BS equation and the Mandelstam formula [31] are established on relativistic quantum field theory. We have solved the full Salpeter equations for different J P (C) states [32] [33] [34] , and deduced the transition amplitude formula by performing the instantaneous approach to the Mandelstam formula. In these processes, the corresponding quark and antiquark are charm and bottom quarks which both are heavy. The instantaneous approximation is reasonable, and we can provide a relatively rigorous relativistic calculation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the useful formulas for the B c decays to charmonium. In section 3, we give the relativistic wave function in the the instantaneous BS method. In section 4, we give a method to separate the relativistic corrections. In section 5, we give another method to calculate the relativistic corrections. In section 6, we give the numerical results and discussions. We summarize and conclude in section 7, and put the wave functions and Salpeter equation in the appendix A.
Form factors and semileptonic decay width
For the B + c → (cc) + ν processes shown in figure 1 , the transition amplitude element reads
where (cc) denotes charmonium; V cb is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element; J µ ≡ V µ − A µ is the charged current responsible for the decays; P and P f are the momenta of the initial B + c and the final charmonium, respectively. Taking η c meson as an example, the hadronic transition element can be written as the overlapping integral over the initial and final relativistic BS wave functions within Mandelstam formalism. We would not solve the full BS equation, but the instantaneous one, namely, the full Salpeter equation. We perform the instantaneous approximation to the transition element [35] and write it as P f is the relative momentum between them. In this paper, we keep only the positive energy component ϕ ++ of the relativistic wave functions, because the contributions from other components are much smaller than 1% in transition of B c → (cc) [36] .
For B + c → P + ν (here P denotes η c or χ c0 ), the hadronic matrix element can be written as
where S + and S − are the form factors. For B + c → V + ν (here V denotes J/ψ, h c or χ c1 ), the hadronic matrix element can be written as
where ν is the polarization vector of the final vector meson; t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and t 4 are the form factors.
The summation formulas for polarization of the final vector meson used in this paper are
Finally, the semileptonic decay width can be expressed as 6) where P is the three-dimensional momentum of the final lepton, and P f is the threedimensional momentum of the final meson.
Relativistic wave function
Usually, the non-relativistic wave function for a pseudoscalar is written as [37] 
where M and P are the mass and momentum of the meson, respectively; q is the relative momentum between the quark and antiquark in the meson, and the radial wave function f ( q) can be obtained numerically by solving the Schrodinger equation. But in our method, we solve the full Salpeter equation. The form of wave function is relativistic and depends on the J P (C) quantum number of the corresponding meson. For a pseudoscalar, the relativistic wave function can be written as the four items constructed by P , q ⊥ and γ-matrices [38] The normalization condition reads .2). After the trace and integral are finished, the form factors S + and S − can be calculated numerically. Finally, the decay width of the semileptonic decay B + c → η c + ν can be obtained within the relativistic BS method. In this paper, besides the wave function for 0 − state, we also need the wave functions for the states of 1 −− (J/ψ),
, etc., and we give them in the appendix A.
Method I of separating the relativistic corrections
In this part, how to obtain the relativistic corrections is shown. The transition element is obtained by overlapping integral over the Schrodinger wave functions of the initial and final states in a non-relativistic model. The main difference between the relativistic and non-relativistic models comes from the wave functions. If we set the items with q (or q ⊥ ) in eq. (3.4) to zero and let f 1 = f 2 , the relativistic wave function is reduced to the non-relativistic one eq. (3.1). To see the relativistic corrections at each expansive order, we expand the amplitude in powers of q. There are some reasons: (i) the quantity q, which represents the relative momentum between the quark and the antiquark, is a kind of measure of relativistic effect of a meson; (ii) when | q | is small, the ratio | q |/M or | q |/m i (i = 1, 2) is small and can be dealt as the power to expand the amplitude; when | q | is large, its contribution will be suppressed by the wave function f i ( q ), especially for the ground state (η c and J/ψ); (iii) it has been investigated in NRQCD effective theory that the decay rates can be ordered in powers of the quark relative velocity v [39] . The relative momentum q is related to relative velocity v, and also can be used to perform the Taylor expansion of the amplitude, see refs. [1, 13] .
In the transition amplitude, the wave function of the final state is dependent on q . We use the relation q = q − m 1 m 1 +m 2 P f during numerical calculation. But q is treated as an independent variable to maintain covariance when we expand the amplitude. In other words, we perform the Taylor expansion of the amplitude eq. (2.2) (before doing the integrate over q ) in powers of relative momentum q and q , where q and q are the relative momenta between quark and antiquark in the initial meson and final meson, respectively. The relativistic corrections to form factors can be given at each expansive order. According to the expansion in the transition amplitude, we can obtain the expansion in the level of decay width straightforwardly. We expand the amplitude (or form factors) to the third order of q, but expand the decay width to the sixth order of q. This difference results from the cross items in |T | 2 , similarly as eq. (5.4).
In some non-relativistic methods, both the wave functions and the amplitude are nonrelativistic. If we set the items with q (or q ⊥ ) in eq. (3.4) to zero and set f 1 = f 2 as mentioned above, and modify the normalization condition eq. (3.6) as
the non-relativistic wave function can be obtained. Taking them into the leading order expansion of the amplitude, we can estimate the decay widths obtained by the non-relativistic (NR) methods.
Method II of calculating the relativistic corrections
Though the behavior of wave function f i ( q ) will suppress the contribution of large | q|, there is still problem of rapidity of convergence. This problem will be shown by numerical results later. We would like to provide another method to give the relativistic corrections. The first two items in eq. (3.2) are close to the non-relativistic wave function eq. (3.1) because of f 1 f 2 numerically. Base on that, we can treat them as the leading order, and the last two items as the relativistic corrections. Similarly, the positive energy wave function eq. (3.4) can be decomposed into two components,
where ϕ
is treated as the non-relativistic (NR) wave function, and ϕ
is treated as the the relativistic corrections (RC) of the wave function.
If we use the approximate formula ω i = m i + q 2 /2m i (i = 1, 2) (which is valid in small | q|, but the contribution from large | q| will be suppressed by the wave functions f i ), and set is approximated equivalent to the NR wave function. For other states, we can reach the same conclusions.
The hadronic transition element can be decomposed into three components,
⇔ the second order of relativistic correction (2ndRC).
In the transition amplitude T , the leptonic componentū ν γ µ (1 − γ 5 )v is independent of the relative momentum q. The transition amplitude T can also be decomposed into three components,
where T 0 denotes the leading order (LO); T 1 denotes the first order relativistic correction (1stRC), and T 2 denotes the second order relativistic correction (2ndRC). However, the decay width is related to the square of transition amplitude module, as shown in eq. (2.6).
The square of transition amplitude module can be decomposed into five components,
Taking an component into the phase-space integral eq. (2.6), we can calculate the corresponding order of the decay width. In summary, we separate the positive energy wave function of the initial and final meson into two components, the NR wave function and the RC one. Then we compute each expansive orders of transition amplitude (or form factors) and finally we use them to obtain each expansive orders of decay width.
Results and discussions
The parameters used in this paper are:
By solving the corresponding full Salpeter equations, we obtain the numerical results of wave function for different J P (C) states and show them in figures 2-4. In some nonrelativistic approaches, there is only one wave function. According to our results, the dominate two wave functions are almost equivalent, for example, f 1 f 2 for 0 − state, g 5 −g 6 for 1 − state, and φ 1 φ 2 for 0 + state, etc. Therefore these non-relativistic approaches are reasonable in some cases.
With these relativistic wave functions, the form factors and the corresponding relativistic corrections are obtained. With the non-relativistic wave functions (see eq. (4.1)) and the leading order amplitude, the results obatained by those NR approches are estimated. For each process in Method I, we only show one of the form factors which makes the main contribution to the decay width. The corresponding results of the B c decays to 1S-wave and 1P -wave charmonium are shown in figure 5 , where the green solid lines are the results of relativistic BS method (BSE) without expansion; the red solid lines are the leading order (non-relativistic) contributions to the form factors; dash lines are the first order relativistic corrections (q 2 ); dot-dash lines are the second order relativistic corrections (q 3 ), and dot lines are the third order relativistic corrections (q 3 ); t ≡ (P − P f ) 2 , and t m is the maximum of t. The LO contributions in form factors are dominant. The 1st relativistic corrections for the 1S final state cases are negligible. In the cases of 1P final states, the 1st relativistic corrections provide sizable contributions, especially for χ c0 and χ c1 . The ratio of 1st relativistic corrections to LO in B c → h c is around 15%. But for χ c0 or χ c1 final states, this ratio can reach up to 80%. Other higher order corrections are less than 10% as much as the leading order and are negligible. Therefore we conclude that the relativistic corrections in the B c decays to P-wave charmonium have large contributions, even though both the initial state and final state are the double heavy mesons.
The form factors of the B c decays to radially excited charmonium are plotted in figure 6-7. The 1st relativistic corrections are comparable to the leading order for the B c decays to 2S or 3S charmonium. The 1st relativistic corrections are larger than the leading order for the B c decays to 2P or 3P charmonium. The 2nd order contribution and the 3rd one may also appear reversal. We conclude that compared with the ground states, the relativistic corrections of the B c decays to corresponding excited charmonium are much larger. Then we calculate the decay widths of the semileptonic decay B + c → (cc) + e + +ν e . To see the relativistic effects, we give each order expansion of the decay fractions and their sums in two methods. The results from Method I are shown in table 1, and the results from Method II are shown in table 2. In Method I, the amplitude is expanded in powers of q before integral, and q relates directly to the relative velocity v between quark and antiquark in the meson, q = m 1 m 2 m 1 +m 2 v. The average relative velocity is not very large in a double-heavy meson, so one can make such kind of expansion. | q| is actually not a fixed quantity, whose range is from zero to infinity. We argue when | q| is large, the contribution is suppressed by the values of wave functions. But from the diagrams of wave functions in figures 2-4, these arguments may be not very good especially for highly excited states. It may lead to the problem of convergence. For 1S wave (η c and J/ψ) as the final states, the leading order ( q 0 ) makes dominant contribution. For the channels 2S or 3S as the final states, the leading order makes largest contribution. Meanwhile, the first and second order relativistic corrections, q 1 and q 2 items, provide comparable contributions to the leading order. For some of P wave final states, the leading order ( q 2 ) which is non-relativistic contributions, may be not dominant. Instead, the first order relativistic corrections make the dominant contributions. For both the orbitally excited states and the radially ones as the final states, the relativistic effects are huge.
In table 3, the comparisons of the branch ratios obtained by different ways are given, where sum column means the sum of all of expansion orders; BS column means the results by the BS method without expansion; NR means the result by the non-relativistic wave function and the leading order expansion of the amplitude. For the B c decays to the 1S charmonium, the non-relativistic results (NR) are very close to those by the BS method. But for the orbitally or radially excited charmonium as final state, the NR results are closer to the leading orders ( q 0 ) rather than the BS results. Therefore, we conclude that the non-relativistic approach may be a good approximation for the ground heavy meson, but it is unreasonable for the excited state. The sum of all of expansion orders are not exactly equal to the BS results, which means the convergence rate is not fast enough. In the last column, we show the differences between them, and conclude that high order q n (n > 6) contributions are still important for the radially excited states. We provide supplementary Method II to see the relativistic effects. The details are given in section 5, and numerical results are shown in is based on the wave functions. It is no problem with convergence, but suffers from the overlapping problem.
For the highly excited charmonium as final states, the first order relativistic corrections may be larger than the leading order. This special behavior can be understood. In the transition of B c → χ c0 , for example, the ratio of 1st order expansion over LO, T 1 /T 0 ≈ 80% (figure 5) in the level of form factor. As a rough estimate, see eq. (5.4), (T 0 T * 1 +T * 0 T 1 )/T 2 0 ≈ 160% at most, so the large contribution of 1st order expansion is reasonable. For the process of B c → χ c1 , the ratio of 1st order expansion form factor over the LO form factor is as high as 80%. However, the 1st order expansion of decay width is much smaller than LO decay width. It means there is cancellation when calculating T 0 T * 1 + T * 0 T 1 . Therefore it is not enough to just provide the relativistic corrections of form factors. To investigate the relativistic effects of the decay processes, the relativistic corrections should be given not only in the level of form factors, but also in the level of decay widths.
To see the whole relativistic effects in the level of decay widths, we define the ratios
BS−LO BS
as the relativistic effects, and show them in tables 4-5. Except the η c case, two methods give consistent results of the relativistic effects. The Method I suffers from the problem of convergence of | q| expansion, but it dose not affect the leading order; the Method II suffers from the overlapping problem because ω i (i = 1, 2) has no expansion on | q|. But in leading order, if we use the approximate formula ω i = m i + q 2 /2m i , the difference between Table 6 . The branch ratios of B + c → (cc) + τ + + ν τ in Method I according to the power q n (in
two methods is left to the q 2 order. Therefore both methods give accurate estimate of the relativistic corrections. For the ground states, the relativistic effects are about 20%; for the excited states, we reach much larger relativistic effects. The smallest one is χ c1 case, which is 33%. The largest one is χ c0 (3P ) case, which is 85%. We also calculate the processes B + c → (cc)τ + ν τ , as tables 6-10 shown.
Conclusion
In this paper, we choose the instantaneous BS method to calculate the semileptonic B c decays to charmonium, whose final states include 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P , 2P and 3P . We focus on the relativistic effects. Two methods are provided to see the relativistic corrections. In the first method, the amplitude is expanded in powers of q which is the relative momentum between the quark and the antiquark. We find this widely used method suffers from the problem of convergence though the quark and antiquark are heavy, and the high order q n items still have sizable contributions. The other method is based on the relativistic wave functions. In this method there is no problem of convergence, while it suffers from the overlapping problem. Both methods give accurate and consistent leading order (non-relativistic) contributions. In another words, both methods provide accurate relativistic corrections. We find that for the semileptonic B c decays, the relativistic effects are about 20% when final states are 1S charmonium (η c and J/ψ), but the relativistic effects are much higher for the excited final states. First of all, the nP final state has larger relativistic corrections than the corresponding nS state; secondly, the (n + 1)S state has larger relativistic corrections than the corresponding nS state; thirdly, the (n + 1)P state has larger relativistic corrections than the corresponding nP state. Therefore, we conclude that even though the higher excited state has higher mass, its relativistic effect is larger. A relativistic method is needed to deal with a problem including a excited state, though the corresponding quark and antiquark are heavy.
A Equation and solution for heavy mesons
BS equation for a quark-antiquark bound state generally is written as [40] ( where p 1 , p 2 ; m 1 , m 2 are the momenta and masses of the quark and antiquark, respectively; χ P (q) is the BS wave function with the total momentum P and relative momentum q; V (P, k, q) is the kernel between the quark-antiquark in the bound state. P and q are defined as
The instantaneous kernel has the following form
especially when the two constituents of meson are very heavy. We divide the relative momentum q into two parts, q P || and q P ⊥ , a parallel part and an orthogonal one to P , respectively
, and M is the mass of the relevant meson. Correspondingly, we have two Lorentz-invariant variables
If we introduce two notations as below
Then the BS equation can take the form as follow
The propagators of the relevant particles with masses m 1 and m 2 can be decomposed as
with 9) where i = 1, 2 for quark and antiquark, respectively, and J(i) = (−1) i+1 . Then the instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter equation can be decomposed into the coupled equations
(A.10)
The instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter wave function for 1 − states mesons has the general form [41] 
The wave function corresponding to the positive projection has the form 
(A. 19) If the masses of the quark and antiquark are equal, the normalization condition reads as
The instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter wave function for 0 + states mesons has the form [34] The wave function corresponding to the positive projection has the form The wave function corresponding to the positive projection has the form
where 
